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Water monkey king buff

Level ★★★★★ ★★★★★★ Level Min Lv. 35 Min Lv. 40 HP 4065 6900 5520 9390 ATK 323 549 439 747 DEF 261 444 355 604 Awakened HP 4275 7260 5805 9885 ATK 366 6 22 497 845 DEF 276 468 375 637 SPD CRI RATE% CRI DMG% RES% ACC% UNAwakened 99 15 50 15 0 Woke up 115
15 50 15 0 Leader Skill: Increases the attacking power of all monsters by 33%. Skill 1: Monkey Wand [400%ATK]: Attacks with Monkey Wand and stuns the enemy for 1 turn with a 35% chance. Lv.2 Skoda +5% Lv.3 Skoda +10% Lv.4 Skoda +10% Lv.5 Harmful Effect Rate +15% Skill 2: All or Nothing
[330%ATK]: Attacks all enemies and reduces their Attack Bar by 30%. Absorbs attack bar by 30% when enemies are under harmful effects. (Reusable at 4 revolutions) Lv.2 Skoda +10% Lv.3 Skoda +10% Lv.4 Skoda +10% Lv.5 Cooltime Turn -1 Skill 3: Alter Ego Attack [220%ATK x 6]: Summoning an
alter ego that attacks the enemy 6 times, providing you with invincibility for 1 move and immunity for 2 turns. Removes the beneficial effect granted to the enemy when the attack lands as a critical hit. (Reusable at 4 revolutions) Lv.2 Damage +10% Lv.3 Damage +10% Lv.4 Damage +10% Lv.5 Cooltime
Turn -1 Early Game – Fatal / Blade (ATK%/ CRIT R% / ATK%) Game Over - Violent or Rage / Will (SPD or ATK% / CRIT D% / ATK%) Crowd Control - Despair / Will (SPD or ATK% / CRIT D% / ATK%) Updated 10.28.2016 All or nothing – Skoda increased by 10% Updated 3.31.2016 All or nothing:
Activates a harmful effect with a 75% chance -&gt; 100% Chance Updated 1 1.29.2017 Alter Ego Attack: Reduces cooling by 1 turn if the attack lands as a critical hit more than 3 times -&gt; Removes the enemy's beneficial effect with a 50% chance if the attack lands as a critical hit. Alter Ego Attack:
Reduces cooling by 1 turn (5 -&gt; 4 Turns) Updated 2018.4.26 All or Nothing - Added Effect: Absorbs Attack Bar by 30% When Enemies Are Under The Harmful Effects of Alter Ego Attack: Beneficial Effect Removal Rate: 50% -&gt; 100% GB10 - (Rating: 7/10) Decent Dealer Damage for All GB10 Team.
The combination of AoE attack bar reduction and belt on his third Skill (for boss' attack fan) is great for early to medium game players switching to a faster team. That said, there are better damage sellers out there that outputs more AoE damage or single-goal nukes, so he's not the ideal monster for end-



game speed teams. DB10 – (Rating: 8.5/10) Strong water nuker for DB10. Shi Hou's third Skill is a great back-up if the boss gets immunity on him. He hits his third Skill against the Chiefs, while his second Skill is great at limiting the movement of crystals. However, it can be argued that Sigmarus will do a
much better job in the damage department. It's up to you who to build, but players building speed teams are probably in favor of the Water Monkey King over a giant flying frozen chicken. NB10 - No. While he offers multi-hit skill, Shi Hou doesn't offer it at a consistent pace. Further, he lacks any debuffs
that can be used against the boss, making other nukers like Liches or Shihwa much better. (Rating 8.5/10) Fast and reliable feed breeder in Faimon Hell. Decently ran Shi Hou should have no problems one-shotting garbage waves with his second Skill, while his Alter Ego Attack will greatly increase his
survival. R5 - Not recommended. Just with decent damage, a lack of bulk and debuffs, there's no reason why you want to bring him here. Element Rift Beasts - (Rating: 7/10). Decent nuker for Fire Beast thanks to his AoE attack. His third skill will also deal a good amount of damage during the bosses'
Groggy stage. (Rating 7/10) If you're looking for a decent crowd controller and damage dealer, Shi Hou is your man (monkey?). The desperation of Shi Hou can help a lot in controlling the waves, especially for newer players, while his first Skill stuns and 3. All in all though, there are better CC monsters
out there, so just use it if you're still at the beginning of the game. (Rating: 7.5/10) Most players use Shi Hou as the standard water nuker here. His main usefulness comes from his third Skill, which awards a unique fan similar to Fanatic Chloe, though I do. His third skill also removes the enthusiast with
100% activation speed when critical hit plots. This allows him to deal with the damage from the barrage of attacks that come after. Multi-hits are also a great counter to the sea laikas you encounter in defense. He's also outstanding against Laika thanks to quadruple hits on Alter Ego Attack. Lower level
Laikas easily dies without a break in defense, but you'll probably need to counter tankier ones out there. Shi Hou's First Skill also has good utility in the form of stun, while his second Skill offers a nice little attack bar to reduce the opposing team. However, while he offers some unique skills that are hard to
find on other monsters, there are still not many people who use it in PvP. This is largely due to the prevalence of better Nat 5* monsters out there. Monsters like Theomars, Chow &amp; Camilla offer either better damage and/or survival, while bruisers like Chandra &amp; Verad dominate the AoE
battlefield. He's a good nuker to have in an attacking team, but it's hard to run him when there are better monsters out there. It's unlikely you'd find Shi Hou in defence because of his smouched statistics. However, if you come across one, just make sure you have some form of immunity against it. His third
Skill only hits hard when paired with a defensive break, but he doesn't do well otherwise. If he gets his invincibility away, just focus on his allies instead, and kill him when the opportunity arises. His squishy stats makes Easy to take him out with just an offensive fan or defensive break. Since his belt relies
on critical hits proc, aim for 85% if you use it in DB10. Violent and desperation as he works on it. Use violent if you are looking to increase the time of his third Skill, or despair if you want better crowd control on his second. Shi Hou is one of those Nat 5* that people don't seem to want. You won't get the
same kind of excitement from getting it compared to the rest of your family, even if it's still a 5* monster. He's nothing outstanding, but he's not a bad one, especially after the enthusiasts that got to his second and third skills. You can use it with either the GB10 or DB10 for more reliable runs, but he will
probably be replaced with a monster with better utility or damage later on. PvP-wise, has use in PvP offense, but players will hesitate in using it in defense. Build it if you need to, but the fact that he requires so many Devilmons to take full advantage (which even then has no WOW factor) just makes him a
monster that few people will have in their teams. in: Attack Type, Water Element, Monsters, 5-Star Edit Comments Share Navigator: Statistics reflect 6-star max, with each bar reflecting how this particular stat compares with the minimum and maximum that can be found among all monsters. For example,
a monster with 15,000 HP will have its bar reach the end because it is the maximum among all monsters. Leader Skill: Increases the offensive power of allied monsters by 33%. 400% Monkey Wand: Attacks with Monkey Wand and stuns the enemy for 1 turn with a 35% chance. Lv.2 Skoda +5% Lv.3
Skoda +10% Lv.4 Skoda +10% Lv.5 Harmful Effect Rate +15% 330% All or Nothing: Attacks all enemies and stuns them on 1 move with a 75% chance. Increases your Attack Bar by 25% on stunned enemy after attack. (Reusable at 4 revolutions) Lv.2 Skoda +10% Lv.3 Skoda +10% Lv.4 Skoda +10%
Lv.5 Cooltime Turn -1 150% x6 Alter Ego Attack: Summons alter ego that attacks the enemy 6 times, provides you with invincibility for 1 move and immunity for 2 turns. Removes the beneficial effect granted to the enemy when the attack lands as a critical hit. (Reusable at 4 revolutions) Lv.2 Skoda +10%
Lv.3 Skoda +10% Lv.4 Skoda +10% Lv.5 Cooltime Turn -1 Degree ★★★★★ ★★★★★★ Level Min Lv. 35 Min Lv. 40 HP 4065 6900 5520 9390 ATK 323 549 439 747 DEF 261 444 355 604 Awakened HP 4275 7260 5805 9885 ATK 36 6 62 2 497 845 DEF 276 468 375 637 SPD CRI RATE CRI DMG
RES ACC Unawakened 99 15% 50% 15% 0% Woke up 115 15% 50% 15% 0% Community content is available available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. There seem to be so many files and builds that people have been testing with Shi Hou, and I'd love to get some discussion going around
what builds and stat distribution people have had success with. Also interested in what team tracks people use it Thanks! Page 2 16 comments Shi Hou is a great DPS unit in Summoners War with very interesting Crowd Control capabilities. His skillset is unique, especially after the November 2017
Balance Patch: - The first skill has a chance to stun the enemy (as every other Monkey King has). - The second skill has a good multiplier and can manipulate attack rods AoE-Third skill is multihit (4) with a great chance to shoot enemies of first use, In addition, it can eliminate beneficial effects with a 50%
chance every time you hit is a critical hit, after that shi hou gains invincible for 1 turn and immunity for 2 turns Water Monkey King in Dragon B10 Here is the (in our opinion) contents of the PvE where it shines when you meet the dragon at speed running your main goal is to kill the dragon before the right
tower can spread immunity to him. No Shi Hou will keep the tower and dragon under control with his second skill while stripping and nuking the dragon with his third. Pair it with Spectra (Fire Griffon) and you have a great combo for fast runs in Dragon B10 (team example below):Verdehile (Fire Vampire)
(Leader) Galleon (Water Pirate Captain) Spectra (Fire Griffon) Tarq (Water Hellhound) Shi How water Monkey King in PvP In PvP can be useful for Guild Wars and Arena, Attack and defense, the main goal is to shoot one fat unit (like Rakan) with his third skill before he became invincible and another
again shot the whole team with his second. A good pairing for him in Siege Battle and GWO could be for example with Khmun (Fire Anubis) and Orion (Water Brownie Magician). Shi Hou Designed Runes Dragon B10: Broken + Focus + Shield: Atk% CritDamage% Atk% with special attention for accuracy
and crit rate substats PvP: Violent / Will: Atk% CD% Atk% (with speed, accuracy and CR substats) In-depth statistics about Shi Hou could be obtained at SWARFARM Shi Hou User Rating: 3.51/5 based on 157 Monster Type Reviews: Attack Speed CRI Rate CRI Dmg Resistance Accuracy 115 15% 50%
15% 0% 5 15 10 20 Awakening Bonus: Increases attack rate by 15. Non Awakened Form Description, Multipliers, Cooltime and Powerup Skills Shi Hou Leader Skill: Increases the offensive power of allied monsters by 33%. Monkey Wand400% attacks with Monkey Wand and stuns the enemy for 1 turn
with a 35% chance. Lv.2 Skoda +5%Lv.3 Skoda +10%Lv.4 Skoda +10%Lv.5 Harmful effect rate +15% All or Nothing330% Attacks all enemies and stuns them to 1 stroke with a 75% chance. Increases your Attack Bar by 25% on stunned enemy after attack. (Reusable at 4 revolutions) Lv.2 Skoda
+10%Lv.3 Skoda +10%Lv.4 Skoda +10%Lv.5 Cooltime Turn -1 Alter Ego Attack150% x6 Summons alter ego that attacks the enemy 6 times, which will provide you with invincibility for 1 move and immunity for 2 turns. Removes the beneficial effect granted to the enemy when the attack lands as a critical
hit. (Reusable at 4 revolutions) Lv.2 Skoda +10%Lv.3 Skoda +10%Lv.4 Skoda +10%Lv.5 Turn -1 How to Get Water Monkey King in Summoners War Can You Get monkey king from Legendary Scroll, Mystical Scroll, Mystical Summons (Crystals), Water Scroll, Temple of Wish How many Devilmon max
skill-up Shi hou? 12 Devilmons / Other Monkey King are needed to power all the skills of Shi hou (Water Monkey King) Mininum and maximum stats for any level of Shi hou Form Star Attack Defense HP Woke Min: 366 Max: 622 Min: 276 Max: 46 Min: 46 Min 4,275 Max: 7260 Woke Min: 497 Max: 845
Min: 375 Max: 637 Min: 5,805 Max: 9885 Unawakened Min: 5,805 Max: 549 Min: 261 Max: 444 Min: 4,065 Max: 6900 Unawakened Min: 439 Max: 747 Min: 355 Max: 604 Min: 5 5 20 Max: 9,390 Shi Hou Water Rating in PVP and PVE Arena Defense (3.2/5) Guild War Offense ( 3.9 / 5 ) Guild War
Defense ( 3 / 5 ) Your Views Summoners War Monsters, last updated on 2020-11-30 2020-11-30
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